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This is the final report submitted by Corinna Hawkes, consultant for the Project ““Noncommunicable Disease Prevention and Agri-food Policies: Are fruit and vegetable policies
coherent in Argentina?”(Project Number 108179-001). This IDRC-funded project is led by FIC
Argentina.
The project started in February 2016 and is scheduled to be completed by April 30, 2018.
The considerable majority of the work conducted in the lead up to this point was reported
in the Interim report (January 28th). This represented around 95% of the work conducted
under the contract. This final report is thus very short and covers (d) and (e) of the schedule
of work namely:
d) provide advice and review the document on the policy coherence analysis and the
final versions of the above mentioned documents
e) Review the draft versions of a scientific publication that will be prepared by the
project leader
In February and March I provided advice and reviewed drafts of the policy coherence
analysis and an initial draft of an academic paper prepared by the project lead, Lorena
Allemendi.
The advice I gave, through skype calls with Lorena, and through reading drafts covered a
wide range of issues which Lorena used to take the draft and paper forward. These
comments included:
• The need to make the link between the qualitative findings and the design of the
policy coherence analysis crystal clear
• The need to be clearer on the methods used for the different components
• Streamlining the analysis so that it only included pieces relevent to the results
• Advice on the categories used in “scoring”
• Rewriting the main conclusions to ensure thy fully reflected the analysis
I also prepared a short video featured at the workshop hosted by FIC for the policy
coherence work (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2lGNrNj-TgA) and discussed the
outcomes of the workshop with Lorena.
I will continue to work with Lorena on the academic paper and she and I have been
discussing validating the policy coherence tool we developed as part of this project for
future work.
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